
7 RULES OF
CHURCH
COMMUNICATIONS

No one reaches their desired destination because they drifted
there.When you’re out in the ocean drifting, the ocean will take you
where it pleases.

I F  Y O U  C A R E  T O  R E A C H  Y O U R  D E S I R E D
D E S T I N A T I O N  –   Y O U  N E E D  I N T E N T I O N .



COMMUNICATION

7  R U L E S  O F  C H U R C H

THE BAROMETER WE USE TO MEASURE
EFFECTIVENESS IS 'NEXT STEPS'# 1

# 2

# 3

# 4

# 5

# 6

# 7

EVERY NEXT STEP IN OUR CHRUCH
HAPPENS THROUGH 'THE CENTRAL
HUB'

EVERY CALL-TO-ACTION MUST USE
THE SAME SCRIPT

THE 50% RULE

SPRINT & SPRINKLE

THE CHURCH PROMO FORMULA

THE "1-IN-5" RULE

NEXT STEPS:
JOINING A SMALL GROUP | BAPTIZED | GIVING | PRAYER |
BULLETIN | CALL THE CHURCH | TALK TO A PASTOR |
DOWNLOAD THE APP | EMAIL A MINISTRY LEADER



We as churches exist to affect life change -
which has Heaven and Earth
consequences. We need to measure the
effectiveness of our churches because the
stakes are too high! so we have a
responsiblity to make sure that we are not
wasting these resources.

RULE #1
The barometer we use to measure

effectiveness is 'next steps'

Attendance is not an
accurate barometer for life
change. Rarely is it even a
predictable indicator.

RULE #2
Every next step in our
church happens through
'The Central Hub'

The Central Hub is the
single destination for every
next step in your church.

Accessible 24/7/365
Accessible from every
device
Able to capture, store and
distribute information.

The Central Hub must be:



RULE #3
Every call-to-action must use

the same script

For the Central Hub to
work, it must be the only

destination where you send
your church.

Ensure every next step goes
through the Central Hub.
Train your congregation to
use the Central Hub.
Provide for those who do
not have reliable internet
access.

The Central Hub must be:

Sample Script

Head to visitonecc.com or visit the 
visitonecc.com kiosk in the lobby.

RULE #4
The 50% Rule

If a promotion does not
apply to at least 50% of

your congregation - it does
not warrant a church-wide
social post, announcement

or email.
If you are sending and posting information that

does not apply to the majority of your
congregation you are conditioning them to

ignore your promotions.



RULE #5
The "1-in-5" Rule

No more than 20% of your
social posts or emails should be
promotional in nature.

People just don't engage with promotional content the
way they do with organic content.

RULE #6
Sprint & Sprinkle

Rather than using social to
promote ministry, use social

to do ministry.

Social algorithms promote
relevance.



Sprint promotions are church-
wide promo campaigns - run

2-4 times per year - each
lasting 1-2 weeks total.

By definition, Sprint
Promotions cannot last

indefinitely. They're all-out
promotional sprints that last

for a short period of time.

During Sprint Promotions, you
can ignore The "1-in-5" Rule

and The 50% Rule.

Sprinkle Promotions are for
those “in-between” church

happenings that don’t quite fit
perfectly into our policy.

Sprinkle Promotions allow
you to promote something
without breaking The 50%
Rule or The “1-in-5” Rule.

They’re the exception.
The workaround.

Sprinkle Promotions are not
the substance of the content
you create – they’re just the

sprinkle at the end.

Sprint Promotions

Sprinkle
Promotions



1 Story + 1 Next Step

RULE #7
The Church Promo Formula

You can promote an event for weeks on end – across every single promotional
channel your church has at its disposal – and people will still miss it.And
normally, when something like this happens, our church’s immediate response
is to just promote more.We think to ourselves, “If people aren’t getting the info
they need – it must be because we’re not sharing it enough.”

But this could not be further from the truth. In fact, it is the exact opposite of
what you should be doing.Because your responsibility as a communicator is to
ensure your congregation has all the information available to them. But it’s not
your responsibility to communicate all that information on an ongoing basis.




